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martial law constantly intervened to strengthen the
hands of the Civil Administration, The treatment of
the hashish problem is an instance in point.
The spectacle of Egyptians the worse for drink is
rare. The pity is that a similar comment cannot be
made of men overtaken by indulgence in. hashish^ a
seductive poison manufactured from the top leaves
and tender parts of hemp, which is consumed widely
in Egypt by smoking and chewing. Despite Customs
guards, heavy consignments of the drug from the
Greek islands are boldly landed at some point on
the sea-coast, and smuggled into the interior.... So
lucrative is this illicit trade that the landing of one
cargo easily repays the loss by capture of the next two.
To diminish the risks incidental to the business,
purveyors of hashish seek receivers in unlikely quarters,
and many and scandalous are the stories told of
Europeans of position, who at one time or other have
lent, for a consideration, their names and offices to the
trade. War blocked up the ordinary channels for
running cargoes into Egypt. Notorious smugglers
found their movements restricted by order of military
authority, and sailing vessels laden with contraband
were stopped on the high seas by naval patrols, the
crews questioned, and the craft sent under escort into
port. Hashish in these conditions ran short, and its
price advanced by leaps and bounds. But the purveyor
was not. yet defeated. Smuggling, unfortunately, is
regarded by too many people., law-abiding in other
directions, as a venial crime, and certain officers and
members of troop transports running between Egypt
and Salonica, a depot of the trade, fell to the wiles of
the tempter. It was hardly surprising that they
should do so, since the carriers incurred little risk.
They had nothing to do with the hazardous business
of getting the stuff through the Customs on shore, and
so long as the hashish remained on.board it was fairly

